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Description

Figure 1: Franka panda robots

Deep reinforcement learning (DRL) hasdemonstrated remarkable success in solvingrobot control tasks within simulated environ-ments. However, the challenge arises whentransferring these learned skills directly tothe real robot hardware, primarily due to thesignificant disparities between simulationand reality. To address this challenge, anadditional step of online fine-tuning on realhardware [1] becomes necessary. Moreover,most DRL approaches generate noisy actionsduring exploration, which makes collectingsamples on real robots even more challeng-ing. Recently, we introduced a method [2] toincorporate Movement Primitives(MPs) into the DRL framework. This integrationenables smooth and efficient exploration at the trajectory level, offering potentialbenefits for real-world fine-tuning.

Figure 2: Box-pushing task in simulationIn this thesis, we want to develop a sim-to-real transformation pipeline for Rein-forcement Learning with Movement Primitives (MPRL) approach, enhancing robotmanipulation and control in real-world scenarios. Specifically, our objective is todeploy a box-pushing task (Fig.2) on a Franka Panda robot platform (Fig.1).Tasks
The tasks in this project will involve:• Conducting literature research to gain a comprehensive understanding ofMPRL methods and techniques for sim-to-real transformation.• Developing a pipeline to mitigate the Sim2Real gap for MPRL approach.• Deploying the RL agent pretrained in simulation onto a real robot and conduct-ing online fine-tuning on the pretrained model.• Evaluating the algorithm’s performance against baseline approaches.References
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